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WBMB:
The
Sound
of
Baruch
by Phillip McConnell
The list of student activities that the
college has to offer that the stud.ents dop't
know about, ·reads like the entire student
handbook itself. One sueh unknown phe
nomena is WBMB, Baruch's own radio sta
tion.
WBMB has been in existence for ten
years and is graciously awaiting the elev
enth. It operates by cable system in which
special telephone lines are used in 'conjunc
tion with an A.M. coupler to take the fre
quency and transmit it into the electrical
current of all the buildings on campus.
WBMB has just turned carrier cur
rent, and operates on 590 A.M. It can be
hear.d anywhere in the 360 building or the
26th street building or anywhere in the
immediate vicinity.
Frank Berman, the station's Techni
cal/Production director says that ''the sta
tion is probably the most powerful carrier
current station in New York and if not
we're certainly the most professional."
The General Manager of the station is
Lisa Horner, otherwise known as the
"Boss Lady." Lisa is a management major
in the class of '81'. 'As General Manager she
has a specialized advisory staff called the
executive board. She is usually the person
you see sitting at the front desk upon entering.
Lisa's Program Director is Mark Ra
phan who is in charge of all the D.J.'s. Mark
is also responsible for programming the ads
to be re;i.d over the air. Gabe Grippo, who is
in charge of training and supervising all
engineers is the station's Chief Engineer.
Frank Berman is the man in charge of
all equipment, its maintenance and up
keep. He's the man who gets his hands
dirty. :frank also edits all taped commer
cials and incoming messages.
The "resident accountant" who keeps
track of all station expenditures is Sandy
Hesse, who functions as Business Mana
ger.

Elevator Horror

Holdups and Deadaebes.
By DHYANA ZIEGLER

".,

Marca Wacy k, WBMB m1<-1icdirector
Debbi Conti is the staff liason between
the executive Board and the station staff.
She serves as Personnel Director.
The lady in charge of all music is Marta
Wacyk. Marta heads the record library and
is also the station's representative. Her job
is to extablish and maintain contact with
various record companies and to report sta
tion air-play to various trade journals.
WBMB operates under' a free format,
which means that it's up to the D.J. to play
whatever he or she wants. The only re
quirement is that you hand in a play list and
read the designated advertisements and
· announcements.
Locat�d in the basement of the 360
building; opposite the bookstore, it can be
identified by the bulletin board right next
to the front door. They feature music,
sports, interviews with celebrities, calan
·dars of events and news.
Their list of previous celebrity inter
views include Meat Loaf, Gloris Leonard,
Elliot Murphy, Christina, and the most recent one being Nona Hendrix who visited
the station just last'week.
Something new this semester that

continue� on page 12

In case you haven't noticed, the elevator situation at Baruch is horrendous. Students
·are shoved, or crammed into elevators like sarqines. -Long lines, such as the line in the
26th Street building, extend as far as the local elevators. As a result, students are late for
classes because they have to wait on these long lines.
A few weeks ago, the Roving Reporter took a look at students' responses to the
.
services ·offered at Baruch College, and ninety per cent of the comments concerned the
poor elevator service.
Pinhas Friedenberg, Registrar, made must go up and down at the same time
an effort to help combat the elevator horror because of the class schedule starting and
by having some classes start 15 minutes ending classes at the same time. "We need
after other classes, to cut down on. the more elevators, but I g. uess it's too expen
rush._ "It should have made things better sive. If they could stagger classes, it would
just because of the schedule." But accord help alleviate problems," says Thompson.
ing to students, the system has failed.·
The elevator operators are literal
Friedenberg feels that the system should ly "catching hell" from students and fa
work because students have more time in culty because the situation is just so
between classes. The past schedule al- badddddddddd . . .Further investigation
. lowed 10 minutes in between classes and shO'\VS that there are only four operators on
' the present schedule allows 15 minutes in during the day anrl four at night. The start
between classes. But as one student sums er only works during tne day shift. And
it up, "who wants to spend 15 minutes in because of the elevator operators' breaks
between classes waiting on elevators?"
for lunch, dinner, etc. thei·e are only three
'
Mr. William Thompson, Administra ope1'ators functioning most
of the time. The
tive Superintendent of Buildings and operators know there's a problem and
Grounds, feels he has the situation under they've been screaming help. Thompson
control. He says he has five operators and claims personnel has been delaying the hir
one starter working days, and five opera-· ing of more help and, therefore, he can't
tors working nights in the 23rd Street get more help during the day. But help is
building. He says he's·short one operator on needed on both the day and night shift. In
days. The other elevators in the other additiol')., the broken elevator for three or
buildings are automatic, and therefore four weeks in the 23rd Street building did
do not fall under ·his jurisdiction. Accord not help the situation either.
ing to Mr. Thompson, all of the el_evtors

Long lines at the 26th St. Building,
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CLUB
PRESIDENTS
-MEET

"

Compute, Cent•,

Sudha Srivastava
The presidents of evening session
Need training ·experience as well a,
clubs met with Priscilla Gerald, V.ice Presi job? The beginning could be right here at
dent for Social/Club Activities last week. Baruch.
In a sense, this was a significant get-to
Every semester about 33 volunteers
gether since it's the first time the presi and 25 work-study students are accepted
dents met as a body. Before the formal at the Computer Center on the third floor
meeting began, Philippe Katz, Treasurer of the 26th street building. This Center is
of Evening Session Student Assembly, ve·ry efficiently run by students who have
told the presidents what their clubs' never had any prior experience in the com
budgets would be for the coming year:
pµter field. At the moment, it consists of9
HL.\t.'K 'li,filJIJ.
student supervisors and several student
Accounting Society $2,070
operators.
American Society for Personnel Administ
"You·don't have to know the first thing
ration sa,625
about computers. You don't even have to
Gennan Club ;;;1,000
be a computer major. Just fill out an appli�
Jewish Youth Movement $4,200
cation, and ifyou are accepted, you will be
Sigma Alpha Delta :ji-!,900
Business Education $605
The presidents expressed satisfaction
wij;h- these figure.s. Not present at the
meeting were representatives from ASPA
and Business Education.
Ms. Gerald called the meeting to order
and proceeded with organizational details.
Two points in particular were called to the
· presidents' attention: the Vice President
By Patricia Kerr
The New York Stock Exchange, the
must be notified ofall events and clubs are
. responsible to the evening students and largest exchange in the.country, lists the
should notify the students of evei:its via highest quality companies
across the
·
articles in the Reporter. The presidents. nation.
concurred and agreed that it was a_producOn October 23rd, members of the
tive meeting. Present were Eileen Ayva- Fin-Eco Forum of Baruch were welcome
sian (Sigma Alpha), Roger-Burchard (Ger- by Dr. Felix; Director oflnformation at the
man), Michael Day (Accounting), Philippe New York Stock, Exchange; he is also a
Katz (JYM), and Delene Woolfolk' former professor at Columbia-University.
(BLACK).
Dr. Felix began to lecture by �viewing the ;
Goncept of "corporation". He defined
corporation the "the basic of every business organization, a const;ant source ofnew
capital-which is the economic factor oflife". ·
This constant source of new capital or
prime need for capital as described by the
lectures �an be divided-into 3 ways of raising capital:
(1) Equity financing-that is issuing stock.
(2) Borrowing-by issuing bonds and
debentures, which America have overused
by precarious pq_sition.
· (3) Retained· Earnings-not paying out
money to investors. Other ways of raising·
capital not consistent with the private
enterprise system are: Guarantee LoansBy Louis Vazquez
by goj.ng to the government (example
'The Class Council of 1981, Club New Chrysler Corp.) and by depreciation
York, BLACK, Ski Club, and Helpline, an methods.
nounce Wint�r Weekend II. This year
we're going upstate to the Holiday Inn in
Amsterdam, New Yor){ with skiing at
West and Gore Mountains. The cost ofthe
This is the last week to get in. your
weekend is $89 per person without ski ren
tals, (4 in a room�, and $102 with ski ren depqsits for Winter Weekend. Ifyou want
tals, (4 in a room). Thetripwillbe heldfrom to be a part ofthe last ski trip that the Class
Friday, January 23 through Sunday, Jan Council of 1981 is sponsoring, (we're all
graduating), then make sure you put down
uary 25 (during Intercession).
The trip includes transportation on la your "non°refundable" deposit of $25 dur
vatory-equipped buses, two nights lodging ing the following period:
Nov. 3-14 Baruch Students only (Brwith priv.ate bath, shower, intercom phone
and color T.V.,four delicious.meals, free ing I.D.)
Nov. 17-21 Baruch and Non-Baruch
transportation to Gore and West Moun
FIRST COME FIRST SERVE
tains, indoor heated pool, • saunas, and
Balances can be paid from December 1
whirlpool, disco nightly with live D.J., live
band, entertainment nightly and wine and through December 30. Deposits will be ac
· cepted only by Dorothy Conover in the
cheese tasting.
Other activities available include a Student Center Lobby. We will accept only
guided tour ofHowe Caverns ($5.00), disco money orders made out to BARUCH COL
roller skating ($2.00), horseback riding LEGE. No personal checks or cash.
We can only accomodate 280 persons.
($6.50 per hour), horsedrawn sleigh rides
($1.00 per person), snowmobiling on 100 Last year we sold out and this year it may
miles of trails ($25 per hr.-double; $20 per sell out quickly so get your deposits in early
· hr.-single). Ski lift_ will cost from $11 to $13. and don't be left out in the cold.

as

trained-free," says Gregory Rudder. A
student himself, Greg is the Dire ctor of
Operations ofthis Center.
Students are required to work a mi,n
imum offive hours and a maximum ofeight
hour-s a week. Work-study students get
paid as a financial aid for college. "Some
times," says Greg, ''we also pay a volunteer
student who does an exceptionally good
j�b." Other volunteers do not get paid by
money, but by experience. "And in the
computer industry," he continues, "this ex
perience'is worth just as much as any pay
.ing job experience in computers. An oper
ator can get a job paying up to 12-14,000
dollars. When I graduate next year," Greg
adds proudly, "because of my experience

here as the Director of Operations, I will
easily be able to get a job paying [8 to 21
thousand dollars."
The total cost of the machines in tihis
Center, which is the biggest facility avail
able in CUNY, comes to about 70 to 90
- thousand dollars. In addition to the Digital
370 and the IBM 360 computers, the Cen
ter also has some advanced models that
enables a blind. student to operate them
just as efficiently as any sighted student.
Today, computer field is the widest
fie ld there is: So, even though tltere is no
guarantee that you will be accepted, it is
certainly worth your while to fill out an
application. It would not take long-and it
could be the key to your future.

Fin-Eco Forum. Visits
New York Stock· Excharige_

WIN:J"ER

WEEKEND
H

The Stock Market as d�fined by Dr.
Felix "is a· man-making tool to raise
money". Some of these tools can best be
described as sources ofcapital. That is taking savings and buying outright securities.
During 1960 a drastic change took
place in the Stock Market. Seventy percent
of the stock market. activity was
generated by the individual investor and
thirty percent was caused by the institutions. This situation nas been inverted today forcing tl'ie market no be automated to
the extent of setting up a computerized
svstem that enables the market to be more
efficient.
In 1975 Congress passed the
Securities Acts Amendments calling for
the establishment df a National Market
System for trading the stocks ofAmerica's
public corporations.
Although the design of such a system
was left to the security industry, with the
oversight of the Securities and Exchange
Commission, Congress asserted· that a
linking of market centers should create a
competive atmosphere in which public in-

vestors would benefit from �ater liquidity, efficiency and economy.
One of the major elements of the
National Market $ystem is a consolidated
tape to re port the sale oflisted stock on all
markets. This new facility is called the
International 'Drading System (1T$�
connects six stock exchanges; the
American, Boston, Midwest, New York,
Pacific and P.hiladelphia Stock iE><cnanges
electronicall:}",
This system enables brokers and market
makers in each market center to indicate
specific buy.ipg and selling commitments to
other market centers. Trade acceptanc.e
and transaction reports are also transmit
ted through the linkage.
The evening at the New York £tock Exchange was highlighted when permission
was granted for the group to go on the floor
where transactions take place. Once on the
floor the tension was easily detected. Just
imagine investors losing and making
money, all happening at the same tiine.
The visit to the New York Stocll:
Exchange was an experience in itself.

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY
OF JERUSALEM

1981 /82 PROGRAMS FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS

DONE YEAR PROGRAM-for
college sophomores and
juniors.

D REGUI.AR STUDIES-for
college transfer students
toward B.A. and B.Sc. degrees.

D GRADUATE
STUDIES-Master's,

Doctoral and Visiting
Graduate programs.
o SUMMER COURSES,given in E�glish.

PLEASE CHECK DESIRED PROGRAM
For Application and Information, wrtte:
Office of Academic Affairs
American Friends of the Hebrew University
I
1140 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036 (212) 840-5820
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Lecture
Seri8s-

Toni - Cade Bambara

Twenty-First Century Vision

·earuch

By Fasina Baptiste
and Dhyana Ziegler

BY FASINA BAPTIS�

"I know how Patsy's mother feel about
evil folk . . .. evil scars and tears up your
soul'. . . and God don't appreciate that
much ... "
The author of the preceding passage
taken from her novel, Seabirds Are Still
Alive Aml Other Stories, is a winner. The
lady has .d�pth. She articulates real down
-home rhythm, masterfully. The lady is
Toni Cade Bambara, a. dynamic noveµst/
film maker with 21st century vision.
Ms. Toni Cade was introduced, in�
· reading discussion of Afro-American Lit
erature as a feature of the Jane Globus
Seminar Series by the Department of Com
pensatory Education, on Wednesday, No-'·
vember 12, 1980 in the Faculty Lounge at
the 24th Street building of1Jhe college.
Ms. Bambara's background reveals an
el(;tensive and impressive com\iiination of
continued on pqge 1iJ.

The Globus Series is here!
Con�eptually �troduc�-d to Baruch by Liberal Arts and Sciences Dean Martin
Stevens in February of this year, the Globus Series has been made possible by the
generosity of Morton Globus, distinguished _Alumnus of Baruch's Class of '35, and
·
·
his wife, Jane·.
The Morton and Jane Globus Series adds a new and important dimension to the
School of Liberal Arts and Scie�ces by bring:ing to the Baruch .campus guest
speakers and performers who are nationally and internationally 1;ecognized au
thorities in various fields of specializatiim.
The Morton Globus Distinguished Lectuxe Seri�s brings to the campus out
standing and highly prominent speakers in· arts and communications. The Jane
Globus Seminar Series emphasizes more specialized tQpics according to the in
terests and fields of specialization of different departments.
Both series are intended to enrich the intellectual life of the Baruch campus and
enhance its reputation as a meeting place for scholars, artists, scientists and
. specialists in the various disciplines represented in ·the school of Liberal a1ts and
'sciences, said Dr. Ora Solomon who chairs the Globus Committee.
As Chairperson of the committee, Dr. Solomon coordinates proposals for the
consideration of the committee. Proposal submissions are encouraged and invited
fr@m all.departments, Dr. Solomon said.
T@ni-0:ade Bambara

Finance-Economics Forum
Presents on Thursday, Dec. 4
4:00 PM-6:00 PM
At Globus Lounge
Financial Consultant Susan Bondy
Ms.' Bondy is visiting colleges across the country to speak to students on the Subject o�
Cre�
.
.
f

Her lecture covers such areas as:
• The history of credit
• Kinds of credit
• How Credit is important
• Do's and don'ts of credit and borrowing
• How to establish
•. Your credit rights under the.law
· a credit rating
• Current credit controls.
-Slides will be used to highlight key points and a
specially prepared brochure will also be available·.
We invite all to come
This is an event that will be of interest to all college students.
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BARUCH HELPLINE OPEN HOUSE
·Room 528 26th.St.
Wednesday, November 26 5-9 p.m.
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Food and
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will be served·
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QUESTION: WHAT IS· YOUR· REAC
TION TO THE OUTCOME OF THE
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION?

..THE ROVING REPORTER

"I voted democrat. I'm very disap
pointed. I don't like Ronald Reagan. I
think he's the racist· war monger that
everybody says he is. I hope that when it's
time for war, that everybody who voted for
him is ready to fight for the cause. I'm not
going."
KAREN ALEXANDER

"I think that we're headed for a very
big change in oy.r nation; .economically, and
in every which way."
SHERRY GREEN

"I don't like it at all� because we've had
a,democrat president for so long and now
we have a republican president. There's
going to be a lot of changes."
MARITZA RODRIGUEZ

"I think that the people didn't really
vote for Ronald Reagan; they voted for the
Republican party. The proof around the
nation is that ti).e Repu):>lican pary defeated
the democratic incumbents in state and lo
cal elections, which shows a ·vast prefer
ence for the Republican party."
JEFF PANTELAS

"I'm pleased with the selection of Ron
ald Reagan. First of all, he's for a stronger
defense, and I'm for that, and I think he'll
lielp cut inflation. It's time for a change
because Jimmy Carter didn't accomplish
any of his goals."
JAMES GA'ITO

"I was disappointed because all Rea
gan's programs were anti-minority. But
since he won, it makes no sense to drown in
your sorrows. I think we all have to look
forwar·d to the future and hope that Mr. '
"I was pleased by it because I'm hop- Reagan would understand that minorities
· ing that this election will boost the econo- have serious problems that must be ad
- - my anct· give as the strong foreign policy - · dressed. I think Ronald Reagan is prejuthat the u.-s. once enjoyed."
diced·against·minorities: 11 • • ·· ··, · '-.. · · • ·.. · · • ,.-, •· PAT-RIGKHEALY·" • • , � · �, ·, , • , ,. ,WAYNE·LAMY,

"Totally disgusted."
PAMELA CLARK

IMMEDIATELY
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS A
CONTINUING NEED FOR QUALIFIED
APPLICANTS FOR THE FOLLOWING
POSITIONS AND LOCATIONS:
CLERK-TYPISTS GS2, 3 AND 4 IN NYC

·11.1...1\.(�.I{. 'S
Calendar of Events

AND WESTCHESTER COUNTY
CLERK-STENOGRAPHER GS-3, 4 AND
5 IN NYC
GS-3 AND 4 IN WESTCHESTER Nov. 14th - Theme: Crimes against Hu Feb. 27th - Play-Owen Dodson . Lyric
manity
Theatre
COUNTY
Speaker-David · Ndaba-Re
Theme: Owen's Song
GS-3 IN SUFFOLK AND DUTCHESS
presentative
from
African
This event should not be missed.
COUNTIES
National Congress
DATA TRANSCRIBER GS-2, 3 IN NYC.
Film-Battle
for
South
Africa
Mar. 19th - Black and Hispanic Forum
AND WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Poet-Duma NDLOVU
&20th
GS-2 IN NASSAU COUNTY
GS-3 IN ORANGE COUNTY
Nov. 21st " General meeting to plan the ·Apr. 10th - Fundraising Basketball Game
*LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE GS-3,
Black and Hispanic Forum,
Featuring W. B. L. S. Sure4 AND 5 IN MONTROSE, NY
which will be held March 19th shots and The All-Star Pros.
*MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST GS-5/7/9 IN
and 20th. All ideas are we!NY AND NJ
come.
May 2nd - Jazz Concert-Special guest
SALARIES
artist-Noel Pionter
GS-2
�.9·51 PER ANNUM
-.
Dec.
5th
Theme:
Dance
Extravaganza
GS-3
$9,766
Dance Groups Invited:
May
GS-4
$10,963
. 15th - End of Semester Party
Alvin Ailey Workshop
Theme: Trioute to "Leader$12,266
GS-5
Sounds in Motion
ship"
$15,193
GS-7
Welcome Msomi's Izulu Thea
Awards \Yfil be given for out
GS-9
$18,585
tre
standing performance.
A Four Star(****) Event
FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT THESE
All
the above events are sub
JOBS CONTACT THE FEDERAL JOB
Dec. 19th - Kwanza
ject to change.
INFORMATION CENTER AT 26 FED
ERAL PLAZA (264-0422). PERSONS
- Black Art Exhibit
Feb.
INTERESTED IN THE LICENSED
Featuring African, West In
PRACTICAL NURSE POSITIONS
dian
and
Black
American Art.
SHOULD CONTACT THE V. A. HOSPI
Black Week ·
TAL IN MONTROSE, N. Y. (914-7374400 x432).

*SPECIAL HIGHER SALARY RATES

ARE IN EFFECT FOR.THE LPN AND
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST POSI
TIONS.

Cand'idates
Dinner

by Eileen K. Ayvazian
Sigma Alpha Delta held its new candi
dates dinner at the end of October in the
Oak and Marble lounges of the Student
Center.
There was an excellent turnout of in
terested evening students who were per
sonally invited based on a search, conducted
this summer, of those evening students
with a h. igh scholastic average, upper soph
omore classification and having taken a
minimum of 36 credits at Baruch College.
The guest speakers were Melva Har
ris, ex-chancellor of Sigma Alpha Delta,
Dean Hahk Wilson, and associate Dean
Aaron. Dean Wilson spoke of Sigma Al
pha's, reputation as a service organization
and said that he was prepared to put into
practice their idealisitic purpose, which is
"dedicated to encouraging, improving and
·coordinating extra-curricular activities at
· the Evening Session of the college."
Dean Aaron spoke of his relationship
with the organization and felt that they
practised what they preached and in clos
ing, the dean urged them to continue to
seek out new areas of involvement.
There were some special guests in at
tendance: Bill Kahn, evening member of
the Student Center, Robin Selditch, assis
tant to the Director of Evening Student
Services, Amy Dean, Treasurer of Sigma
Alpha Alpha, Priscilla Gerald, Vice Presi
dent of Social Activities for the ESSA:.
Donal Higgins was also in attendance and
was specially recognized for his long, en
ergy consuming, patient hours given in his
capacity as Director of. Evening Stude)lt

· Serv;ices. Sigin.a Alpha wisl:'(ed him much

E.S.S.A .. MINUTES

Dean Wilson thanked the E.S.S.A. for inTuesday, October 21, 1980
A meeting of the Bernard M. Baruch viting him. He pledged his continuing comCollege Evening Student Assembly was mittment to satisfying the needs of the
held in Room 50946 E. 26th St., New York, evening students. He also thanked Don
Higgins for his service to the Assembly and
N.Y.
There were the following members wished him well.
present:
Dean Wilson then introduced Dr.
Shelly Stokes from the University of CaliMr. Steven Sales-President
fornia.
Mr. Philippe D. Katz-Treasurer
Mr. Ari Parnes
1) The purpose of this meeting was not
Mr. Milton Deutch
only to welcome Dean Wilson, but also
to make him aware of some of the probMr. Mike Moskowitz
Mr. Yehudah Listokin
!ems that evening students face here at
Baruch.
Mr. Jacob Lazar
Ms. Winsome Henry
Mr. Sales informed Dean Wilson of
Mrs. Priscilla Gerald
i;;ome of the plans that the E.S.S.A.
have in mind for up-coming weeks.
Mr. Roger Burchard
Mr. Todd Jakobsen
Mr. Sales explained the plan of the asAlso in attendance were the following
sembly to have a week long seminar
people:
composed of business people' from difDean Wilson
ferent fields. He also explained that he
would be interested in recruiting the
Mr. Shelly Stokes-Psychologist from
help of interested faculty members.
the University of California
Mr. Bob Georgia-Temporary replace
Dean Wilson responded by saying that
he would be more than willing to assist
ment for Don Higgins
Mr. Luis Vazquez-Senior Affairs
in any way that he could. He also stated
Committee
that, should the E.S.S.A. incur expenses in this endeavor, the Dean of
Mr. Sales calls the meeting to order.
. Students Office may be willing to share
Mr. Sales thanked Dean Wilson for attend
ing this special meeting called in his honor.
some of the expenses for these proMr. Sales also thanked Don Higgins for his
grams.
dedication to the E.S.S.A., and wished him 2) The next issue at hand was the concerns
that evening students have, in regards
well in all his future endeavors. The Presit<.>. �proving ��gistration..
dent then introd.uced Mr. _Bob Georgia to
the assembly as the successor· of· Don' · · The evening students feel that a lot of
. ; · • ,._
.
. . ' .. '.the.c��es_ t�at are ·needed for graduaHiggins.
The next speaker was Dean Wilson.·
, .. t�o•n· �� n�: b,e�n� ���:4:t_o th�_ 1:1·.

An:

sHccess in his new career and especially in
his new assignments at Parsons School of
Design.
After the speeches the members, can
didates and special guests enjoyed-!! dinner
in the Marble Lounge.

other problem is that day students can
time for them because it. takes up a
_ take evening courses, thus, they fill a
whole evening.
spot that an evening student could have
The question was then stated: Is there a
way that this requirment can be abolhad.
Roger Burchard suggested that the
ished, however, if it cannot be we
school change over to a new system for
should have a variety of these courses to
registration such as registration by
choose from.
mail. He also stated that many schools
Dean Wilson answered this by saying
have been doing this, and have proved it
that he didn't know if it could be done,
however, he would look into it.
to be successful.
Dean Wilson replied to this by saying 5) Mr. Sales brought up the question of
that some of the students should inform
parking facilities around the school. He
the registration office about the po.ssistated that some agreement should be
bility of changing over to this kind of a
made with the city to extend the parksystem. He also reminded the assembly
ing allotment to five hours. He added
that his powers are limited as far as
that many evening students would
registration goes, however, he would
drive into the city if they had facillook into the matter to see what could be
ities available to them for parking.
done. He further suggested that the asDean Wilson replied by saying tha, all of
sembly invite people from the Registraus together can work on these things. ·
tion Office over to speak to the evening
· "It is important that we put ajoint effort
students.
towards all these projects to get the re3) Todd Jakobsen: "Counseling is not readsuit;; that will benefit all students."
ily available to evening students; What
"One of the problems that we face is that
can we, as concerned students do about .
students never get involved in things
·
this."
that concern them. Students must get
Deaff Wilson stated that he would meet
involved in order to see that their inwith this department to find out what
terests are not being taken- for
could be done to improve this situation
granted."
for evening students. He also said !hat
Mr. Sales ended the meeting by
he could not promise anything but he saying:
would try.
"On behalf of the Assembly, we thank you
· 4) The long standing question of Physical Dean Wilson for coming down to address
Education requirement for evening stu- , us; And on behalf of t,he Assembly I sadly
, .d�nt� was,rp�ntii:med by�- Jakobse�. say good-bye to Don Higgins."
It was mentioned th.ar m;my,ey�ning, W(l .tpe.];;y�itjng Se,s;;io;1 Stugent Assemstudents felt that gym was a· waste of 'l>ly'welcoirie Bob'Georgia." ' . '
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Food For .Thought

D.L.A.C.K.s Open ·House

By Dhyana Zieglei:
It was Friday night, and the crowd er, make the people that work for you earn
turned out wearing their best. The theme their keep. If you act like a leader, they'll
was "Leadership," and pride and unity was treat you like a leader," said Dr. Williams.
evident throughout the evening.
Delene Woolfolk, President of
During the month of October, B.L.A.C.K., introduced Dean Wilson by
By Dhyana Ziegler
B.L.A.C.K. (Black Liberation thru sying, :'I think we've been blessed to have
The future is upon us, as well as the so real! Saturday, November 1st, looked Action, Collectiveness and Knowledge) Dr. Wilson come to Baruch."
fear of the unknown. We all have our roles and sounded like it was Election Day, be Student Organization, }:iad its first open
''Everything has been said, we are
to play in the film entitled "The history Of hind C. B. S.' walls.
house for the full. semester. Regardless of concerned about our leaders," Dr. Wilson
The wire copy machines were running what time you arrived, the speakers were began. "One of our three black personnel,
The Eighties." And the entire world is on
the Hollywood screen.
and Walter Cronkite was reporting poll re all in harmony with the theme, constantly who had eleven years at Baruch, has pas
Playing a part in "Election 80" was an sults over the1 T. V. monitors.Even though pointing out the need for strong leaders in sed. He was sixty-five years old and had a
unforgettable experience. The setting had it \Vas only' a rehearsal, the polls results our society. The speakers present were PhD. I'm thirty years younger and I know
been planned at least a year ago, and all the sounded like a Reagan win. It was amaz Dr. Donald Smith, Dept.of Education; Dr. how hard it is to get a PhD. I want to ask
main characters knew their roles. Many ing. Could C. B. S. have rehearsed an e Juanita Howard, Dept. of Sociology and B.L. A.C. K. , was he a leader?"
different people presumed other roles and lection favoring Reagan? If so, how could Black and Hispanic Studies; Terry Hay
Dr. Wilson expressed his views on
some played their role with such an air of C. B. S. research predict a Reagan victory woode, Dept. of Sociology and Anthropol leadership and pointed out the struggles
authority, as if this was their last great and the American people be so blind not to ogy; Merrill Tribble, Placement Counselor; and separation of our leaders, such as Ver
moment in history. This was television, see' a Reagan sweep?
and Dr. Hank Wilson, Dean of Students.
non Jordon, Andrew Young, etc. "Is there
Election night, November 4th, finally
and each department involved in the elec
anyone in B. L. A. C. K. or any other
tion coverage had· to deliver their perform arrived, but the mood was very depres
student organization to replace these
ance for the great C. B. S. Network.
sing. The results of the election was over
"Make sure you're thinking about people. We need somebody to r�place Dr,
Extensive research was conducted all much too soon, and the big rush of excite managing money." said Merrill Tribble. Brian," said Dr. Wilson. "I was pessimistic
over the U. S.to help correspondents and ment over a new president-elect, never After giving an overview of the job indus before coming, but I'm not now, because
reporters, such as Walter Cronkite, with came. T.he system was changing right be try, he stressed the need for technical there is hope for us ifwe can get together in
any information they may need concerning fore my ·eyes as I was extracting informa skills, such as accounting, computer sci
such
a group like this."
the candidates and the issues, "at a tion from ·the wire copy machines. But the ences, marketing, management and fi
Dr.Wilson's spech was followed by an
glance." literally. A view of the world and excitement was left behind, at rehearsal, nance. "Develop an interest in these fields inspiring poem by Michael Day on leader
its political system was compacted in a 4- during the sneak preview. And now the dealing with money," he further reiter ship. The poem was a special tribute to
inch thick note binder, including demo next dream or script left to be developed is ated.
Debra Waters. "She must be somewhere
Dr. Audrey Williams, Dept. of Comp. working for the revolution," said Michael.
graphics on each state.
"Election 84."
And that's the way it was behind the Ed., delivered what she called "an intellec "The main thrust of leadership is support,
Rehearsals began the weekend before
election day, and eve11'one took their great network. But the real question is not tual food for thought" and expressed the and part of being a leader is being able to
places. Each person had some role to play the scene staged by television, but what need to develop leaders in the various de say my view is valid because my cause is
regardless of their status with the com role ,,·ill the American people have to play partments in the city school system. "You valid," he said.
pany. This included executives, depart when Reagan becomes the director; and is are the leaders for the city of New York
This was a great evening for all lead
ment heads, secretaries and pages. It was the ,1·orlcl really prepared for Hollywood?
and New York is inaiotof trouble.You and ers; past, future and present. The evening
-------------------------------- I, the third world, are the people who have was inspiring and very necessary to shed
to turn it around. Sixty per cent of the some light on unity and leadership. The
students at Baruch a.re minorities. The evening came to a climax with a great de
City University belongs to you. As a lead- liverance of songs by Josalyn Smith.

The World on a stage

0

'Poets ·Tribute

Evening Session and Graduate Stu
ATTENTION SENIORS
Come and sign up for your pictw·e to dents sign up in room 529 of the 26th Street
appear in the 1981 yearbook. There is a building with Robin Selditch from 5:00-8:00
pm.
LEADERSHIP
minimal charge of$4.00.
LEADERSHIP
Sponsored by the senior affairs com
Day Session students sign up at Doro
thy Conover's desk in the student center mittee. For futher information see Tom
It is not an easy thing, to lead
All leadership can do
Lobue, Editor-in-chief, Lexicon '81.
lQ:00-4:0 0.
To throw yourself against a storm,
Is tell you what to do
to hold the burning torch that lights "--------------------------------,
The rest is up to you.
_
You must find the way, when all the We're behincl you . ..and God is just
the others' way
You see, a people who will not follow
doors are closed
above
To teach hopeless spirits to believe,
_ Is a people without a leader
And in exchange for yow- leadership and
to push a body worn by too much And take the blame should we fall short.
We all know this is true
strength
weight thru yet another day
So, stop all of you.r complaining about
You have our hearts, and respect,
another day of lookin up, and sliding· We know it is not an easy thing to lead
leadership
but most of all,
and yet you have
You need to take a look at you
back, and holding on ...
Our love.
and our support we gave, and give in
Were you at your latest local rally?
It's not easy, always, to be strong,
all
the
ways
we
can
Your local leader was there
to burn the youthful years away
By Michael S.Day
When you take a stand
But, .did you care enougl rti.i-fiud out
to fight the struggle in eve11"minute,
·
though you're-in front you're not alone
When or where?
awake or sleep
Don't you DARE! Complain about leaders· To keep the light of faith
ship
when it threatens to grow dim
DUI J
Cause leadership is smackin' you
to want to always win-when quitting
421111
YW
PREPARE FOR:
Dead in your face.
will mean rest
You've been had, took
The media's got your mind
It is not an easy .thing, to wrap a cause
They say minority leadership is on the around yourself
decline
and wear your beliefs like clothes, like
But I find, that's a lot of BULL!
second skin ·
Because brothers and sisters
To sacriJice.your health,
As I look around this room
and time, Lord knows time that
I know there is leadership in every one of
won't ever pass your way again . . .
you
Flea�• Programs a Houn
And as every leader knows
It is· not an easy thing we ask
Visit Any Center And SH I-or Yourself
Before you can be a l.eader
It's not a task that many envy or fulfill with.
. WIiy We Mak, TIie Difference
You must be a follower.
much success
· c,uiiijD:... i.wi.•efld•
�-+l
So do yourself a favor.
Because so many things must rest
n
But don't follow because you think it's the
� :��;-.,�·;.!!::!.<t;"'.
upon your head......_...,.,..
thing to do
�TIOIIIAI. CPITfll
Where dreams would rather be instead
IISJCIIISTP --; ........... IM-Ml-1111
Follow bcause you know it's the thing to do
.
And lead others into your following
We offer you t�e talents and skills that we
Because all leadership can do
Outside N.\'. State O,ily CAU TOLL fl&: •mnu
possess
c.ntws laMl)er
Tmnto; PNl"to 111:o • Zlltldl, �
Is tell you what tp do
But you must' sllape and guide, re-inforce
The rest is UJ!> t.o you.
the goals · . '
·
_
.
·
., Donald T. Day, Instill and keep tne pride ·..:
,1
DEDICATION: TO DEBRA WATERS
AND ALL LEADERS TO FOLLOW

·MCAT•DAT•LSAT• GMAT•GRE
GRE PSYCH• GRE BIO• PCAT • OCAT
VAT• MAT• SAT• CPA• TOEFL•MSKP
· NIIBI, .I, .D[•ECRIG• FLEX• VOE
- IILE• IIDBI ,][,• IPB I
r.:"'nl'.:::::::::::.·::Jllfltm:·
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Resurrection: A Review

By MICHAEL MAHRER
might be an advocate of the devil as she recovered from her accident. They stop at
In the new film "ResUITection," ac- · performs her miracles withoµt uttering one a filling station run an old man who shows
tress Ellen Burstyn and director Danile word from the Bible. Mere faith in Edna's Edna a two-headed snake. In two ways this
Petrie have pulled off a rare triumph. "Re- gift is not enough for some skeptics, who snake seems to symbolize Edna's situation.
surrection" is a supernatural topic so sen- feel that such deeds must be reinforced by First, is a suggestion that the devil, rep
sitive that one finds the film quite believ- humble references to scripture.
resented by the snake, can be crippled and
able throughout. Ellen Burstyn turns in
This is where much of Edna's ambiva ineffectual, just as people are, perhaps be
one her most alluring performances as Ed- Jenee comes into play. She is not obsessed cause the concept of the devil is a product of
na Mae McCaulley, a woman who is hope- with religion, but certainly does not deny people's fears, and not a true force. The
lessly crippled in an accident which has it. She is unable to mix her work with reli second is that the snake, which Edna
killed her husband. Upon returning to her gion because the nature of religion as she agrees is beautiful despite its deformity, is
pleasant, but backward rural hometown was brought up to recognize it, does not fit much like Edna herself, in that it is crippled
Edna Mae discovers that her brush with in with her own conception of "self." She and misunderstood,' but nevertheless,
death, her "resurrection," has given her a feels a guilt-ridden lack of virtue, partially more than redeemable.
mysterious and fantastic ability to heal due to the death of her husband, but mostly
Again we see the ambiguity being
wounds and disease. Following an inspira- imposed on her by her cold and hard father, pointed out here, that the i<;leas of good and
tional, if somewhat excessively sentimen- who, we find, is unable to love, and has evil, and of heaven and hell are not black
ta! scene in which she regains the·use of her always viewed his daughter as sinful and and white contrasts, but rather, human
legs and re-teaches herself to walk, Edna unclean. Edna's experience is highly spirit distortions of the natural order of the
Mae devotes herself to a life of healing the ual, but she cannot apply it to the restric world, whether God exists or not. Indeed,
sick and wounded, becoming, in effect, a tive realm of scz::jpture and backward rural Edna Mae never claims to know where her
local saint.
. ·piety.
power comes from, she only feels it and
The premise for this film gives little
Apparently, Edna Mae has in so do- knows how to use it.
indication of the remarkable ironies and ing, denied purity for herself. She never
The entire supporting cast is first rate,
ambivalences which have been worked into pretends to be entirely saintly, much to the particularly Sam Shepard as Cal Carpen
the story, and should not be frivolously consternation of her attractive but de ter, who performs the role with a riveting,
dismissed. The most common theme ranged lover, Cal Carpenter. Cal is both subdued intensity. Daniel Petrie's meticu
throughout "Resurrection" is· the ambi- fascinated and frightened by Edna's pow lous direction leads from one scene to the
guity of religion and religious ideals. Edna er, at times asking Edna to fulfill a saintly next almost flawlessly. One of the film's
Mae performs her deeds with the most be- !_'Ole by denying her ability at others. Fi greatest attributes is the sense of humor
nevolent of intentions, through a pro- nally, Cal decides that Edna Mae is the Petrie maintains, both visually and verbal
claimed feeling of omnipotent love, a love resurrection of Jesus Christ, and at this ly. He never allows the film to become self
which enables her to feel the pain of the point, he faces herpower with unleased important the way Burstyn's earlier super. natural effort, "The Exorcist'' did. "Resur
person whom she is healing, until all the fury.
Highlighting this religious ambiva rection" is visually beautiful as well. Long,
pain has been drained away. Many of the
local people idolize her, but others are dis- Jenee is a scene in which Edna Mae is being emotionally draining shots portraying Ed. trustful of her powers, suggesting that she driven home by her father after she was na's healings evoke parallels to Ingmar

Ber.gman's cinematography, and a wealth
of picturesque landscape shots helps to
temper the intensity of the film. Especially·
of note are the spectral, eerie renditions of
Heaven's Gate, which Edna visits various
times throughout the film during periods of
unconciousness.

There are sonie weak moments. The
accident which kills Edna's husband is too
conveniently spectacular, almost gratui
tous. And a gaping hole is left in the resolu
tion of the film, as Cal Carpenter is never
entirely explained or laid -to rest, but
rather awkwardly pulled from the action.
Still, these problems arise in one's mind.
only after the fact, and do little to diminish
the quality of the film.
Over all, this is a fascinating film
which inspires its viewers while pulling
ew
punches.
One cannot begin, in a short
� _
reVIew, to relate a1J the thematic implica
tions with which this film is filled. On the
surface, it portrays the special strength
which people are capable of finding in the
face of adversity, but it goes far, far deeper
than that.
Resurrectwn starring Ellen Burstyn,
Sam Shepard, Roberts Blossom and
Eva La Gallienne. Directed by Daniel
Petrie. Produced by Renee Missel and
Howard Rosenman. Screenplay by
Lewis John Carlino. Music by Maurice
Jarre. Director of Photography; Mario
Tosi.

Tqrf Cupi berbatch: Reggae,J3ocker
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BY �GARET PRESCOD
A small stuffy room in the basement of a
Bedford Stuyvesant tenement has been the
rehearsal studio for a young aspiring musi
cian and his band, for the last two and one
half years.
The room, big enough to
hold about five adults comfortably, never
theless accomodates ten writhing bodies as
uncertain rhythms of the Reggae music fill
the crowded area.
The pungent odor of marijuana fills the
air as richly accented voices of the Jamai
can born musicians caress the words of Bob
Marley's "Zimbabwe"-"Every man has a
right to fight for his owr destiny . . . Afri
cans will liberate Zimbabwe."
The Reggae group TARF has been in
existence for alinost four years, but were
known as The Reggae Rockers, until two
years ago. Tarford Cumberbatch, now the
lead vocalist of the group, joined the Rock
ers in 1978. TARF was coined from the
first four letters of his name.
With a microphone flasped between
his sweating palm.s, Tarford Cumberbatch
(who prefers to be called Tari) is a mighty
warrior echoing the agonies and frustra
tions of the Black masses through his
songs. As the music ends, he slowly begins
to unwind. He (hen folds his long legs be
neath him, awaiting the next half of the
rehearsal sessi.on. With a glass of water in
his, pa�ds '�e;,t�s and, ��e�.'(.. � rofr'�f
white teeth comes into view as the perspi
ration' pours from his face onto the towel
around his neck. "This is my life, music,
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even if we never get a million seller, at least
I was happy, at least, I lived doing some
thing I like, many people don't."
Approximately 6'5", slender, bronze in
color and in his mid twenties Tarf has a
mass of brown .fiery dreadlocks on his head.
These he proudly sees as his strength.
"You know Samson was strong, he had in
credible strength until that woman cut his
hair. This (taking a clump of red hair in his
hands) is my strength."
Tarf was born in Jamaica during the
mid 50's in one of the world's most dilapi
dated ghettoes-Trenchtown, son to a fam
ily of hawkers. He remembers his younger
life and smiles. "We were poor and hungry,
but those were good times. We were hap
py. There was unity and respect in Trench
town. The only problem we had and still
have are the police."
Rising from his chair, in answer to one
of his fellow musicians sitting in a circle on
the floor, Tarf strolls from his corner across
the small room, swaying his lean shoulders
in a rhythmic manner. He speaks, then
takes his blue electric guitar and returns to
the microphone. The Reggae music starts,
the lead vocalist and the band are thrown
into a musical frenzy as the pulsating Reg
gae beat flows alm'ost naturally fr.om their
'bodies.
The rehearsals last two hours every
day, except S;1turdays, wheh TARF per;
fotrns' �t local W�st"rnc!ia'.n' clubs "in Brrook"
lyn; ki-'e'firusbed-�ciw. The'n'inJ members df
the group pack up to leave, as Tarf sits

,

patiently waiting for the din to subside so
he may speak uninterrupted.
"We guys really dig this stuff, you
know, singing and playing the music, our
music, reggae. All of them are always on
time, if I say there will be practice at 2
o'clock in the morning ·at 1:45 the whole
group will be here. We believe in spreading
this music."
Tarf, when he isn't rehearsing or per
forming, drives a taxi-cab_- "Yes, that's
how I make a living. I drive a taxi, I am my
own boss. I don't have to punch in or out. I
don't have a boss ·breathing down my back,
and I like my dreadlocks they are part of
my Blackness. The White man can't under
stand this so they would either ask me to
cut them or not employ me because of
them. What they do not understand they
usually condemn."
Tarf believes that now that the white
population has begun to appreciate Reggae
and look at it as a form of µmsic and not as a
primitive nonsensical beat, there is still a
rocky road left for Black Reggae per
formers.
"You see," he begins, ''Reggae will
take the same road as Jazz. People who
never played a saxaphone or a trumpet,
people who don't even know how to spell
Reggae will become the authorities. They
will judge who is the best and who is not."
Tlir-0wing ·iJ,;' 16ck bfl hair fromJ his,face 'he.1
ad8s; "'HavJil ypii"'hea�ct1St�Vi� 'Wohcler's
n�w �,���·JN�'rfij£ii'Juty1vnu, ith�'·
a tune on'it called ''Master Blaster." It's a

\

reggae tune and, you know what? Those
who did not apprecite Reggae or never
heard the beat, never heard Bob Marley,
will hear it now apd accept it. Stevie Won
der can do that. That album will reach mil
lions of people all over the world."
Saturday night, The Tamarind Tree, a
West Indian club in Brooklyn, is packed to
the rafters. The vibrant variety of Carib
bean accents can be heard amidst the
clanking of glasses and music. Then there
is silence. A tall redheaded man dances
across the wide stage on one leg embracing
a blue.electric guitar. The crowd applauds.
Nine other men walk boldly across the
stage and slow, low sounds are emitted
from the instruments, then to quote Tarf,
"the jamming starts." Singing one of their
own compositions, the group TARF gains
the attentio� of the audience in the dimly lit
room.
The music goes on uninterrupted for
about forty-five minutes. Sensually Tarf
writhes his body to the beat, as he sings
about the awakening of the Third World.
Relaxing at a table after his perform
ance, with a glass of water in his hands,
Tarf talks about the show. ''We were good
tonight, the peo{>l!! liked.the music, we tell
tnem th� truth. ?and tffey kne:l'w 'iii when•they
heal it.'·rhit \s· \Vlirmth here ,among 'my·
Pfw1�.'.���t� ?�?-Yi:t.v ,,,.:,. -�·i/_�-.. --.:· .··1
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A NIGHT OF SUPER STARS

By .-\nna Chamblee Swain
In a tribute to Cab Calloway on Sep
tember 28th, The Negro Actors' Guild Of
America, Inc. presented an entertainment
extravaganza at. The Shubert Theatre.
Hosts for the evening included Abe Bur
rows; Josephine Premice, femme-fatale of
"Bubbling Brown Sugar" and Charles
Br-own, star. of "Home." '.Fhe attendees,
vhemselves were a treat to· see .. . with
seats ranging, from $i0 to $500, the Tudi.1s
stepped out in sparkling sophistication and
the gents in black-tie.

An ambience of yesteryear filled the
air as the show began with the beautiful
and classically rendered George & Ira
Gershwin tune, "It Ain't Necessarily So."
George Faison's Universal Dance Experience followed, performing excerpts from
"Suite Otis" a modern ballet which included
suchtun�sas"ICa n'tGetNo Satisfaction,"
"Can't TurnYou Aloose" and "Try A Little
Tenderness." Carmen de Lavallade performed a dance interpretation to Roberta
Flack's "Sweet Bitterlo¥e" W1;'!aring a beautiful lavender, chiffon gown with fitted
bodice and flowing skirt.Chris Calloway,
Cab's daughter, sang for the audience in
that grand, -elegant Calloway style. The
guild1s President,· Sir James Randolph,·
sang a medley of.tunes for the audience and
aroused an ovation to his talent as a fine
singer.
.
The evening carried on when ·Josephine Premice sang "Nn Topsy", followed·
by the famed multi-talent, Geoffrey Holder
along with Carmen de Lavallade in a dance
scenario of.Jove. Gregory Hines and Harold
Nicholas of The Nicholas Brothers took the
audience with a superb soft-shoe routine.
The Louis Falco Bance Company performed an afro-ballet entitled, t'Escargot"
and choreographed by Louis Falco as a tribute to Cab Calloway. From the Alvin
Ailey workshop, Marie Delapalme, Joseph
Garci and David McCauleyperformed"Pas
de Trois" from "Connotations, Brazil"choz,eog:raphed by Walter Raines. Shirley
Lemmon sang "She's A Lady." Ber.nadine
Jennings of Sounds & Motion and Phillip
Bond performed-a modern dance interpre_ tation entitled, "Echo" which ,was choreo-

BESSIE SMITH

and

BILLIE HOLIDAY - BY J. A. BRATHWAITE
TWO QUEENS, ONE 'l'HRONE
Female blues and jazz singers have
always been an integral part of 'jazz, but
have never been justly credited as such.So
great has been this injustice that when the
women of blues a,nd jazz are being consi
dered, few people can think beyond the late
Billie Holiday.In view of this factit is often
said that Billie Holiday is "the queen" of
this particular form of music.Yet had she
been alive today Billie Holiday would un
doubtedly-as she did several times during
her c;areer-dispute this claim in favor of
an earlier lady· of blues and jazz, Bessie
$mith.
And as if to add fuel to fire, MGM
Records and Columbia Records have re
cently released 2-record set� of albums of
Billie Holiday and Bessie Smith respective
ly, so their fans may further argue the is
sue of which one is more deserving of the
title "Queen of Blues and Jazz."
On The Real Billie Holiday the singer
gives an exceijent account of her talents as
she goes thl'ough such histqric tunes as
"Lady Sings the Blues," "God Bless the
Child," "Strange Fruit," "Good Morning
Neartache" and 18 others, which have been
popu\arized in recen,t YEJars:-with the aid
- of sophisticated recording equipmeilt but

lesser singing ability-by Diai,m Ross.
T here is no question about Billie floliday's
mastery of the blues and jazz sound.
But then there is Bessie Smith The
World's Greatest Blues Singer, which con
j;ains "Down Hearted Blues,'' "Gimme A
Pigfoot," ''Beale Street Papa,'' "Ain't No
body's Business" and 22 others. That it
may or may not have been deliberate is not
important, what is important is the fact
that MGM Records and Columbia Records
have released these recording simultane
ously, and ·containing common songs at
that. And one can listen and compare
thoroughly.
Bessie Smith is the Queen. Not be
cause Billie floliday,often· said ·so and ad
mitted to starting her career tryipg to imi
tate Bessie Smith; rather, Bessie Smith's
sound is, so much more down-to-earth and
gutsy.
Of course, there are whose who will
appreciate the smoother and somewhat
more sophisticated sound of Billie Holiday
who had the benefit of time and the im- provements which go with it. She was on
her way up (1940) when Bessie Smith had
already slid back down. (Died 1939).
It must be noted that on most of her
recordingi; Bessie Smith is accompanied by
only two instruments, piano and bass. Few·
of her later recortlings are blessed with the
·. •. _ ·.: 1_·�11t_1\1rerl 0'11 pr'rge I,,
· ,

graphed by Charles N ea!. Nell Carter sang
"Wild Women Don't Worry" and "Mean To
·
Me."

show business all over the world. Particu
Jar consideration is given to aged and re'
tired performers.
- The N.A. G. is the only Black organiWith Louis Armstrong, LesterYoung zatiort to be a member of Theatre Authorand Charlie Parker remembered, the show· ity-a major organization composed of
went on to include many others, too numer- theatrical unions and guilds which set the
ous to mention ... then wound up with criteria for. the operation of benefit per
the honored Super Star himself, Mr. Cab formances such as telethons and fund rais
Calloway singing "Good Time Charlie's Got ers which l!,Se the services of musicians,
The B!ues," "Get Happy" and the audi_enc_e singers and other performers. ,.,.elatedly joined in when he sang the remin-,
The Guild is supported by voluntary ·
iscent "Hi-de-hi-de-hi-de-ho." And what contributions which are tax deductible.
did he wear?Youguessed it-whitetails!l! You do not have to be fn actor to be a·
This wonderfully flowing evening was member, and membership enables you to
produced by Sir James Randolph with as- participate in upcoming events, receive
sistant producer Harold S.Leonard, direc- discount tickets to shows and the_ Guild
tor Bernard Johnson and musical director, newsletter. For those interested in£he his
Frank Owens. The objective of this pro- tory of theatre, the N. A. G. maintains a
gram was to raise funds for a Black Enter- · beautiful <wljection of pictures an,d records.
tainment Hall Of Fame which is expected Types of memberships .available include
to open by 1982.
Annual, Patron, Sustaining, Gr-0up and
Members of the audience included Life memberships.
Nuffie Calloway, Keir Dullea, Willis Reed
The N.A.G. is now planning an inter
(now assistant coach of St: Johns Univer- national affair to bring about the cohesive
sity basketball team), Ruth Ellingtqn and ness of Black entertainers around the
McHenry Boatwright, Peg Leg Bates and world. Officers of the GU:ild include: PresiTony Bennett.
_ dent, Sir James Randolph; Chairman, Kenneth Roane; President Emeritus, FredABOUT THE ORGANIZATION
_ erick O'Neal; Administrators, Harold
The Negro Actors' Guild Of America', Leonard and Assistant; Doris deMendez.
Inc.was chartered December 24, 1937 with Executive Board members include: Les
Cab Calloway as its first chairman of the Matthews, Patricia ·Leonard, Norma J.
board: The N. A.G., located at 1697 Broad- Darden, Ronald Roach and Claire Leyba
way, has over 400 members and was pri- Leibenson. Advisory Board members in
marily formed to uphold and support the elude such notables as Eubie Blake, Owen
highest standards of the theatre and to as- Dotson, F>r. Roscoe Brown, Jr., Florynee
sist in the financial welfare and spiritual Kennedy,
The Honorable Basil Patterson
comfort of musicians, actors and others in and Ernesta Procope.

·cARIBBEAN CULTURE
AT STONYBROOK

By Ingrid Smith
'u. S. B. ·- the University of Stonys functions :rre to satisfy the educ:;itional, so
brook (alternately called S. U. N. Y. at cial and cultural needs of the West Indian
Stonybrook), a liberal arts and sciences col- commumity within the college. He feelR the
lege in Long Island, is not a college we here need exists particularly for those students
at Baruch are very aw;ire of. Yet the op- \Vho grew up here, but of West Indian par
portunity to cor,rect this is close at hand. entage, and 110 who are riot very familiar
And such will� provided on Friday, No- \vith the culture or their respective homevember 21, 1980 when the university will . lands.
feature another Annual Caribbean Day.
An adequate campus library helps
Like 'so many universities in the me- these students identify with and learn of
tropolitan JIJ'ewYork area, there is an ever their heritage, while guest speakers per- increasing number qfWest Indian students iodically appear at the campus, focusing on
attending USE-sharing in the campus life a wide range of subjects.(Recently there
and activities. (There are approximately ·was the Grenadian Ambas»aclol' to the
400-500 Caribbean students of a total stu- . U.N. who spoke on tlie political climate in
dent population of about 19,000). As the his country.)
many West I-ndian students in attendance
And the promotion of the Caribbean
here, at Baruch have discovered over the culture is.also continuous, hence the special
years, there is need for solidarity :;imongst day on November 21 at the Stonybrook
ourselves. So too, our Stony brook counter- campus. To this event the Baruch commun
parts have determined this need and so 'ity is invited. Starting ·out at 10:00 am
through 6:00 pm, there will be an art and
about seven years ·ago formed the Carib
bean Students Association (CSA)-a para!- craft exhibition, with conttibutions by the
lei· to our own CSA and W. I. Cultural students themselves and a fe\\' invited ar
tists; fov example, Palmer, a Jamaican arClub.
With an active membership of about tist who exhibited his works here in Ne\\'
120, they meet once a week on Tuesday , York last yea1·. 12:00 noon-it's food
nights, with every other Friday set up as time . .. roti, patties, ital, and a whole lot
an activities night for table tennis, dom- more. At 3:00 pm a Haitian quartet com
inoes . ..and you name it! President of prising students ofUSB takes the stage.Of
the organization, E1Tol McDonald, a Jam- course, all dav there'll be the rhvthms of
aican who has attended USB for the past the Caribbeaz� pulsating through the cam,·,111ti1111e<i 0,1 /Hlfli' 11
tw? ,Ye�rs ,sta!�s �ha� .�he, cl��·s .�1:im:11�,
_,
0

•
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1'he acrqnyrn B. L. A. C. I<;. stands for
Black Liberation through Action, Collect
iven"SS and Knowledge. Its primary func
tion is to develop leaderslup qualities
withm the Baruch community. ·
. L. A. C. K. acts as the Liason bet
wee the student body and the B\nich ad�
min ,tration. Its goal is to promote�sqcial,
polit cal, and cultural awareness of third
wor I groups, and to conelate and· utilize
this ,mowledge into a viable format which
will 'urther <;areers and enhance social de-

velopment.
B. L. A. C. K. is just not limited to
evening students, it is comprised of a very
diverse combination of day, evening, and ·
grad students.
If you have a particular talent or well
developed forte, or even if you think that
you have no talent at all then B. L. A. c: K.
can bring is out for you. Once you are a
member you are given immediate duties of
responsibility depending upon the needs of
the club and the particular qualifications
you bring to the club. No member of B. L.
A.· C. K. has the distinction of having nothing to do.
The club has probably the best success
record for events of any other club on campus, day or evening. It has sponsored such .
well-known speakers as Stokely Carmichael, Minister Louis Farakahn, judge
Bruce Wright, Lady VY Higginsen, Cal ·
. Ramsey and a host of others.
B. L. A. C. K. has broµght the Baruch
Campus a wide variety of cultural entertainment that it is to ):>e commended for,
such as Off Broadway· plays, theatre companies, dance companies, poetry readings,
live entertainment and much more.
We are located on the twelfth floor of
the 315 PAS building. Stop by and let us
engulf you with our warm and family type
hospitality. You won't reg:ret it.

Purpose:,The ·chapter is dedicated to
encouraging, improving and coordinating
extra-curricular activities at the Evening
Session of The Bernard M. Baruch Col)ege.
The.Chapter-will strive to instill in its mem
bers school spirit and idealism, to enco. ur
age its members to lead their fellow stu
dents in working for the betterment of The
Bernard M. Baruch College, and to foster
closer relations between faculty and stu
dents.
Eligibility: To be eligible for candidacy
for membership, a student must be at least
an upper sophomore (45 or more credits) in

Current services to Baruch: The Used
Book Exchange, help ·guring registration,
tutoring program.
Meeting Schedule - for Fall '80
Semester:
Nov. 7 General Business
Committee . Reports and further
explanations to new candidates of
our purpose.
Nov. 21 Discussion of our Tutoring
Program
Dec. 5 General Business
Committee Reports
Dec. 19 Holiday Party.
Meeting Place: Oak Lounge, Student
Center, 6:00 p.m.

A.S.P.A.

The 31-year-old American Society for - any one of, or all of, three ways. Firstly, as
Personnel Administration .(ASPA) is a . a paid member of this organization your
world-wide professional association of per- annual dues of $10.00 will entitle you to the
sonnel and industrial relations practition- monthly subscription to The PersonnelAd· ministrator and various other informative
professional publications. This is a $50.00
saving, in comparison to the annual dues
for members outside of a student chapter.
Secondly, there is a need for active
members to participate in th� planning and
organizing of ASP A events. Whether
your interest is in public relations, event
planning, writing, secretarial skills or
helping to host events, your talent can be
utilized. When you take an active role in
the activities of this student chapter, you
demonstrate and build your management
skills--a11d the ability to get things accompers. With more than 27,000 members and lished. Employers will look for these qual
300 chapters in 50 states, the society also ities during a job interview.
serves in 39 foreign countries.
If you value learning through interacWhen you join the Baruch College tion with professional managers, you can
Chapter of ASPA you can participa,te in
continued on page 11 .
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Evening Session

chapters, and when appropriate in exercise
of such regulatory power, has the power to
The Student Assembly shall represent refuse, suspend, or revoke any charter or
the student body, further the interests of other authorization foJ· cause, after hE:aring
the students and promote student partici- .or notice.
pation, stimulate, regulate, coordinate,
E. S. S. A.
every other Tuesday
----,,--------------------,,...:C------ and discipline all student activities as at 9:15 pm on meets
the fifth floor of the 26th
the desire to partake of a club that offers an covered under the board of higher educa- Street building an9 is open to anyone. We
The German Club
The German Club has long been the interesting and exciting format, in which tion by-laws; and it shall be actively inter- are always looking for new 111embers to
club that brings Baruch's evening students one can meet, socialize and have fun with ested in all phases of the students life at the serve on different committees and to repre
together to socialize and enjoy themselv'e.s. · other evening students. These students college and shall represent student inter- . sent the diverse interests and perspecti:ves
With social events that draw large crowds, usually have little time or opportunity to ·ests therein.
of the student body here,at Baruch.
E. S. S. A. is not always so formal.
thr German.Club has established its events indulge in the extracurricular activities
Student Assembly has ·the authority
as the place to be.
Baruch offers. The Ge�an Club seeks to · and responsibiljty for the receipt and Besides the decision-making aspect of it,
The club was originally conc�ived .is overcome these barr:ie11S, . bringing to- allocation of fees, to elect students to stu- we function like any other student group.
an extensionof theGerman courses offered gether all students in the same festive · dent faculty committees, the power to We sp0nsor le ctures, seminars, films, pa r
at -ight, he1ping the student in German I party a tmospher.e the Germa ns are so well' ch a rter or otherwise authorize publica- ties, a nd wha tever else we can do to serve
i ns a s o
at o
n:_:s ,:_:o::r.'.:'.
s c i a ti on \_ c_lu b s_
o
ru .s
s
o , t h e
garuz
and German n to experien ce Germanic cul- known for.
_::.t1=·o.:a;:
= '=
""e...;ac..t_B�a=ru-.c_.,h�
:: =,.: ::.:: � ::_: ,:_: ::.:: ,.:, ;_: ,;,: �':.:_.:_ s
:_;_
= ..; �r_;y:,,:: ..::u.::.. :.., ;,.;e,,:_ ..,,ve,:.,=·n�g�=t= u=ed =n=t=,::hz....
tur·, history,. and food as weIL Films pm:Plea se join us in our efforts to ma ke
t)'H,\ 1.ng different aspects ofGermany and its_ Baruch a. more interesting place to be. Be
G
· er nan speaking neighbors are often come more active in our ev.ening activities,
sh, crn. Lavish parties follow, featuring a because it is you, the .student, who makes
wit'e assortment of German meats, side <;ollege life so much more interesting.
disi1es, and salads, import� wines,
The German Club is having its annual
· baked
N ovemberfest on Wednesday November
goods, and many other treats.
The Reporter is Bamch's evening ses-, · paper operation from \n"iting, editing, pho
Membership remains high because all 26th between 6:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. in the
evening stqdents stu8yifig\ German be- 360 PAS Globus Lounge on the 17th floor. sion newspaper, and although it is set up to togrnphy, advertising, layout, pasteup,
come members, as well as any other in- Come see where all your friends have been, serv.ice uhe evening session, it is not limited bookkeeping; and answering tJhe phone.
to the evening population or just to the
. terested students. The only requirement is going for good times in the evening.
Students are assigned stories accord
Baruch campus.
The function of the Repo1ter has a two ing to their news\1;orthil1ess and timeli
Sigma Alpha Delta
fold purpose. One is to report pertinent ness. They work on them until the finished
.information· concerning the college or any product appears in an upcoming edition,
the evening session and must have taken a other relevant turn of events that mav oc complete with by-line and photocredit.
It is as close to the real thing as you can
minimum of 36 credits at Bernard M. cur, and to instruct all concerned students
Baruch College with an average of not be in the actual operation of a professional get before entering the professional jour
nalism field. It gives students the oppor
low B minus, .25, arid must have served on publication.
Through the Repo1ter, students are tunity to discovei-. de\·elop. and hone tacommittees recognized by Sigma Alpha
exposed
to
viltually
every
phase
of
newscontinued on page 11
Delta.

Jewish Youth Movement
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Student Assembl Y

Evening Session A�counting Society.

w
�

The Evening Session Accounting Soci
ety of Baruch College had its first general
-meeting of the 1980-81 school year. The
meeting was held on Thursday, October
30, in the Globus Lounge (26th St. Build
ing).
This marks the second year of activity
Although last year JYM hadn't been as
for
the newly revitalized organization. Theil
active as it once has, new plans are already
being considered by its new President, purpose is to promote awareness of the
Phillippe D. Katz, and tz,easurer Ari opportunities that the accounting profes
sion has to offer, as well 'as enhancing in
Parnes.
continued on page 11 sight as to the requirements and demands

of the profession.
Last year they sponsored such events
as: An Open Forum with Professor Mell
man (Chairman of the Accountancy Dept.
at Baruch); a Model Interview, with Mr.
Art Jenks of Price Waterhouse & Co.; a
panel discussion with representatives from
various diverse areas of accounting (public
accounting, IRS, accountii:ig educators), to
name a few.
The club looks forward to another pro
continued on page 11
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Toni C_ad«;. ____ .

. .her exposure to. the !'soapbox ladies�-she
continuedfrom page 3
listened to on 145th Street and 7th Avenue'
experience in the Arts, communication and who were all pretty and dressed up and·
education, including work as a studio dynamic. 'They made me feel triflling,"·
model, massage therapist, manuscript ed- said Toni, "like I needed to be doing some- .
itor, film editor and conference convener. thing more than going to the library and.
She has functioned as a Consultant on nu- reading books."
merous projects across the Eastern Sea"I write," says Toni, "because I like to
board as well as presented several work- read about people I like. I LOVE to write. I
shops for writers. The author of over feel honored to be a writer." As_you listen
twenty short stories, Ms. Bambara is m to Toni Cade _Bambara, as you watch her
great demand as a panelist in Black Liter- eyes shine as she speaks about her work
· and her experiences, you know instinc
ary circles.
tively these are not merely words selected
As a child, Toni Cade Bambara ex-· for presentation. You know implicitly that·
· plored the realms of her mind. She was an the lady is about what she says.
imaginative, gifted child who was pelJllt-.
ted to express herself. In the dedication of
"Reading The Salteaters is like con
one of her recent novels, The Salteaters,. sulting a book of ancient wisdom and 'pro
Toni expresses her gratitude to her mother _phecy. The novel insists we cannot solve
who, "gave me permission to be a writer'' external problems until we hve sorted out
by acknowledging that. "the life of the mind our inner lives. It's also a puzzling and dif
is important. I sat in the middle of the ficult work because it tells its story in such
kitchen floor contemplating, one day," says ari elaborately multifaceted way; yet there
Toni, "and my mother mopped around me." is food for thought on every page, and
In her presentation on Wednesday, Toni you'll want to linger over Bambara's boun
also acknowledged her grandmother,.who teous table." The foregoing is an excerpt of
left her with a price�ess gem of wisdom a review of the novel, The Salteaters, as
when she said, "One of the holiest things reviewed by Judith Wilson for Essence
you can do is to Be Still." As a child, Toni Magazine.
had the respect and support of her family.
Toni also serves us a "bounteous table"
She grew up in Harlem, and her impetus to. in sharing with us her approach and ob
become a writer was further molded by' jective in dealing with one of the recur_

J

sh;

,,
i
ring themes in ·her w�rk, wo�;J.i
��;�h:!fu� ..�ov��;nt, ind:try. and co��
states that she likes to write about women munity groups, her warmth and magnet
who 'take responsibility fm: change, women ism captivated and mesmeriz.ed her entire
with a lot of resources; the women who are audience. Dr. Audrey Williams, a former
teachers and community organizers, those schoolmate of Ms. Bambara,'s· remarked,
who are not interested in creating a bogus "She (Toni) has always had a glow that
identity. "These women never got cele-- made her different in a positive way; I saw
brated in literature," Toni observed, "and I her as a unique person-she was wearing an
.
. became disenchanted with the images I afro when it wasn't
even popular." Another
read about: the selfish women, women with one of Toni Cade Bambara's peers, Lyn
.no community concerns; the tragic mulatto Dozier commented, "She's vibrant, alive
who bemoans the tragedy of her 'almost and a great hope in terms of our people's
white'-ness; the woman in the red dress· liberation."
. who hangs out in hallways who has little or
Ms. Bambara acknowledges no impedno agenda; the philistine women.
·iments or ·obstacles to her creative goals.
Toni Cade Bambara is committed to. She has, however, acknowledged and ad
formalizing sisterhood in· an International dressed "t.he greatest challenge: telling the
BlackWomen'sNetwork. "Many of us have. Truth. "In whose name," Toni asks', "will
contacts we need to maximize so we don't ·the 21st century be claimed?Where are the
duplicate each other's energy," Ms. Barn- evolved, principled, ethical, trustworthy
hara explained. To this end, she has a work individuals who will come forward and do it
in progress entitled Organizing Women for us all, and .not for the fat cats who
Beyond Bread & Butter Issues, composed always profit? To what degree are we re
of skits, scenarios, plays, conversations, sponsible for what we know?"
poems and journals whi�h "cuts into North
When Toni Cade Bambara had fin
American arrogance and says, 'the ques- ished giving us of herself lastWednesday in
tions are here and so.are the answers'." ·
the faculty lounge, we knew we had been
touched . past our literary bones to the
Although Ms. Bambara comes with a heart. After she had gone, the faculty and
flawless list of academic credentials and has students· who were there continued to be
been recognized and acknowledged mesmerize'd. Celestine Thompson was
through numerous awards, citations and overheard saying, "I was getting the flu,
plaques for art programs conducted for · but-�ow !feel as if I've.been healed."

',-- .---�- .
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·continued from pg 9

pus. And still there's more; 9:00 pm a cul
tural show gets underway; dances, a 5-act
play wirtten by a student (How Long Shall
'L'hey Keep Our Pro.fits?). There will also be
poetry reading. TJ:ien finally the day culmi
nates in a grand musical jam, a time to rock
your body. Tune--1. l.:30 pm in the Students
Union ballroom·.
So why not check out this event and
start the weekend in the right key? The
day is certain to be very memorable and
enjoyable-and best yet, it's free!!
How to get there? USB is readily ac
cessible by the LIRR from Penn Station to
. the Stonybr90k stop. (Call the LIRR for
complete train schedules). 1 hr. �O mins.
ahd you'll be there, ·then every 15 mins.
until 4:00 pm a special bus will gike you
from the station to the campus building.
(After 4:00 pm the buses runhalf-hourly).
:Special note: (1) The Harder They Come
will be shown sometime during the day on
Friday, November 21.
(2) Sunday, November 23, at USB, Jimmy
Cliff and Third World will be 'in cencert.
Tickets are available through Ticketron--$7.

Evening Organizations
ASPA

JEWISH YOUTH MOVEMENT

continuedjrom page 10

continued from page 10·

participate

in ASPA by attending the various events you will be invited to during the
school year. ·
No matter what your plans for the future, if SUCCESS is your objective, ASPA
will enable you to increase your ability to
communicate and participate within an organizational structure. In any way you
choose to experience ASPA, you will increase your awareness of the business
world and expand your ability to interact
within a group.
Last, a.nd certainly not least-ASPA ·
members have fun together and enjoy their
dedication to· personal and group goals. ·
Join ASPA and see what it can mean to
you. For further information see the bulle- ·
tin board outside of Room 523, 360 Building, or call Robin Selditch: 725-3385 or the
ASPA Faculty Advisor: Dr. Thomas J.
Gardner-725-7121.

Two Queens
continuedfrom page· 9
added accompaniment of a cornet or trom
bone, but at no time does the instrumental
accompaniment number more than three.
Those who are familiar with Bessie Smith's
career would know that her powerful, gut
,sy sound resulted partly because of the
absence of microphones when she started
out. Therefore, her powerful voice on these
old recordings (1923-1933), though incredi
ble by.any standards, will come as no sur
prise. Those who are not familiar will lis· ten in awe.
The Real Billie Holi.day and Bessie
Smith the World's Greatest Blues Singer
. present an exemplary experience in blues
and jazz nostalgia.
Unfortunately, two queens cannot
rule one throne at the same time. The evi
dence here speaks loudly· in favoi, of Bessie
Smith.

Evening Session Accounting Society

continuedfrompage 10
ductive year, which will begin with its first
event: MBA alternatives for the account
. ing major, tentatively scheduled for Thurs
day, Nov·. 20th at 7:30 in the Globus
Lounge.
The club officers: Michael Day-Pres
ident, Tom Pelligrino-Vice President,
Priscilla Gerald-Tre�urer, and Shu
Leong-Secretary, along with the Faculty
. Advisor, Professor Skulnick, welcome all
· interested parties in helping to maintain
the high standard of �xcellence and profes
sionalism the Organization has thus far en
deavored to create.
For additional information contact Robin �ldi��· '26th St., Buil�g, Rm.. 5::,· .
_

'.�

With the festival of Chanukah just
around the corner, preparations for our
gala Chanµkah party are already underway.
Readings of the scroll of Ester and
other purim celebrations will also not be
neglected this year for the Jewish student
at Baruch. This year, speakers on many
Jewish related topics will also be quite pre
valent on campus.
We have many ideas of our own, yet
we welc�me any of y<>urs.We need support
from the Evening Student body in order to
carry out all of our expectations. Stop by .
and see us any time at room 509 of the 26th ·
St. building.

continuedfrompage 10
Ients that would otherwise lie dormant.
All this is accomplished in a business
like atmosphere, but the underlying reality
is that it's all fun. It's a unique experience
to be able to put together a newspaper from
start to finish, one that manifests the qual
ity of all the hard work and dedication put•
into it.
The editors take pride in their work
and strive·for excellence and accuracy in all
their endeavors. The only demand they
mal<e 1s that the person undertaking the .
committment, be dedicated enough to stick
to it.
All students who are self-motivated'
and have a desire to learn can contact the
Reporter at room 521 of the 26th Street
building. The phone number is 725-7297. In
the event ne one is there leave your_
message and a .number where you can be
reacheq_._ -··
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A few of rhe station staff

WBMB offers for the first time is the news.
Steve Moskowitz, News Director, says
that "we keep students and· faculty ap
prised of events that � meaningful to
them. It's more spontaneous than the pa
per, when something happens it's right
there on the air."
Steve has a staff of fifteen peopl� who
write and broadcast the news. News is
broadcast every hour at five minutes to the
hour for five minutes. He emphasizes to
future newswriters that the copy they
write be lively. ''We don't want to bore our
audience" he says.
He also says that "we'll tell you if two
of the elevators in the 23rd Street building
aren't working, or if the bookstore has just
been flooded; and whether or not you
should try 'today's special' in the cafeter-

ia." His staff investigates mishaps, looks
into complaints, does profiles on prominent
persons at Baruch and of course gives
sports and the ·weather after each news
_cast.
The student operated cable station has
. its operating criteria set up into distinct
functions. Engineers are the only ones who
handle the equipment and the D.J.'s are
the ones who do all the talking.
There is a process of "Comboing",
where a qualified person does the.talking
and plays his own records. Normally the
engineer sits at the mixing board with the
D.J. sitting in an adjacent cork lined room,
with the two functioning as a team.
Rod Rundbaken who is both D.J. and
engineer says that ''it's very simple to learn
and that it' s just a matter of cueing the
record-r,eading the meters-and adjusting

Lisa Homer at WBMB mixing board

the microphones."
TheStation hastwo sets ofequipment.
-rhe actual broadcast �quipment and the
programming/audition equipment which is
also used as the emergency_ back-up systern.
The broadcast equipment consists of
two Technics SL-1200 turntables (designed
especially for radio station use), a Tascam
model 10 twelve channel mixing board valued at $9,000, and an Eventide patchboard.
It uses a Revox A-700 reel to reel and a
Crown 700 series reel to reel for special
effects. They have a Teac A-105 cassette deck
and a Spotmaster Cart machine for station· :
promotiona,I use and public service announcements. For sound, it uses two Cerwin-vega and two JBL' speakers.
The station record library consists of
<>ver 10,000 albums and 2,000 sing,les, with.

a wide variety of contemporary, rock,
country, soul, disco, jazz, classical, comedy, latin, soundtracks, and miscellaneous.
Incidentally, WBMB is also equipped
with a silent alarm system which goes to
the security office and the New York City
Police Department to discourage any off
hours visitors.
WBMB is open to anyone who wants
to join and no experience is necessary. All
positions require an interview and ali
D.J.'s mustgo through an audition,and are
selected according to station rieed and per
sonal potential.
WBMB broadcasts from Monday
Thursday 9 A.M. t.o 7 P.M. and on Friday
from 9 A.M. to 3 P.M. The station is still
accepting applications for D.J. 's and eng:ineers for the Spring semester. The phol)e
number is 725.7168.

B.L.A.C.K.

Black Liberation Thru Action, Collectiveness and Knowledge

of

BARUCH COLLEGE
Presents

A Dance Extravaganza
Featuring

ALVIN AILEY AMERICAN DANCE CENTER WORKSHOP
��l
\

Friday, December 5, 1980
From 7-10 p.m. .·.
Washington Irving High School
40 Irving Place
Between 16th &. 17th Streets

.· "·. �
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Free to Baruchians
with ID
Non-Baruchians
Contribution of $2.00
CO-SPONSORING
Day Session Student Goveµ{ment
Evening Session Student Assembly
Womens Center, Vanguard, Black Student Organization
Caribbean Student Association, West Indian Cultural Club
Club New/York, African Association

Welcome MSOMIS
IZULU AFRICAN DANCE THEATRE, #
.
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